1994

The hunting museum, housed in the castle, is renamed the „Swiss Museum of Wildlife
and Hunting“.

1995

Creation of an attic-level communicating corridor between the main building and the granary,
for the benefit of visitors.

From 1997 New layout of the permanent section of the hunting museum, with financial support from the
hunting community (fund-raising initiative 1997/98).
2010

Removal of ivy vegetation on southern and western faces of castle and granary

2011

Renovation of southern facade and semicircular terrace, corner pillars and bay windows,
Plantation of espalier fruit trees on castle wall.

2011-2012 Renovation of the neo-Gothic pavillon on the southern terrace.
2014

(January to april) Dredging of the heavily silted castle moat, strengthening of walls and
bottom of the moat. New construction of the wooden draw bridge (originally from 19. c.)
over the moat by the timber builder Anton Moser, Willadingen. Newly built for the 3rd time,
after 1965 and 1984.

2015-2016 Reconstruction of the granary ground floor, installation of a new hall for temporary
exhibitions, accessible directly from the castle court, as well as a new entrance for the
Museum of Wildlife and Hunting.
1971-1972 The so-called „Landshuter Täfer“ (oak panelling), acquired by The Historical Museum of
Berne from the antiques trade around 1900 returns home. It is the work of the cabinet-maker
Michel Mautz, and dates from 1626. Added to this is an ornate sideboard by cabinet-maker
Glock, dating from 1628 and recovered from the von Sinner family, of Freiburg im Breisgau in
1960. There is also a tiled oven from Winterthur, dated 1646 (formerly at Schloss Hünegg).
A coffered ceiling is fitted, with some original 17th-century profiles (a surplus holding from
the Historical Museum of Berne).
1973

Restoration of the neo-gothic pavilion of 1815 (architect L.F. Schnyder) after dredging
the heavily silted castle moat. Installation of a new kitchen (architect V. Somazzi, Berne)
west of the banqueting hall on the second floor, communicating with the “Office” on
the ground floor via a dumbwaiter.

1974

Restoration of the granary wing roof and east façade, the far western half of the south façade
of the main building. This completes the restoration of the castle headed by the Cantonal Keeper
of Ancient Monuments since 1958. The historic rooms are furnished, decorated and lit by suitable acquisitions from the antiques trade. Whenever possible, the furnishings bought are 17thcentury Bernese. Loans from private individuals are gratefully received.

1976

Renewal of the 1815 greenhouse windows.

1977-1988 Regular maintenance work carried out.
1988

The “Schloss Landshut (Landshut Castle) Foundation” is set up.

1992

Closure of the granary museum.

From 1993 The rooms now vacant in the granary, along with other former storerooms and workshops,
are added to the hunting museum.

2016-2017 Completion of the reconstruction at the granary ground floor, installation of a wheelchairaccessible restroom. Fitting of glass walls/doors in the arches, restoration of the castle tower
(13. c.) at ground floor inside, as well as the pillars and ceilings in the north part.
Uncovering of the medieval well’s shaft inside the ground floor. Renewing of the court
paving as well as refitting of fire protection and surveillance systems at the castle.
2019

Restoration of the Orangerie Garden Pavilion with historical garden dating from the
early 19th century.
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12th c.

A possession of the counts of Zähringen, the castle was founded on a molasse hill, in the river
Emme watershed. It guards Burgdorf and other western outposts.

1253

First written mention: bequeathed by the Zähringens to the Kyburgs, the castle becomes their
power base.

1332

The castle is taken in the Gümmenen War and mortgaged after the fall of the Kyburgs.

1407

Heinrich Ziegerli, son of a wealthy Simmental family, rises in Bernese society.
In 1407, having served as Mayor of Thun, he acquires part of the Landshut estate and
takes the name Heinrich von Ringoltingen.1415-16 Heinrich‘s son, Rudolf von Ringoltingen,
completes the acquisition of the Landshut estate.

1437

Rudolf has the famous „Landshuter Urbar“ drawn up, a comprehensive land survey now
held in the state archives in Berne. In the mid-15th century, Rudolf was one of the leading
Bernese mayors. His son, Thüring von Ringoltingen, held this office four times between
1458 and 1467. He also translated „Le Roman de Mélusine“ into German.

1479

1513

Thüring von Ringoltingen sells the Landshut estate to his son-in-law Ludwig von Diesbach,
who carried out alchemy experiments. Ludwig was also the author of some moving memoirs
in German, in which he laments the loss of his wife. The Burgerbibliothek, the library of the
Corporation of the Burghers of Berne, published this rare document, edited by Urs Martin
Zahnd, in 1986. Straitened circumstances eventually forced Ludwig von Diesbach to sell the
Landshut estate to Berne.
The castle becomes the seat of the Landvogt, or provincial governor.

1664

1965

1777

Castle building and granary are linked by a
new kitchen range. The architect is
Emanuel Zehender.

From 1798 The castle‘s future hangs in the balance:
demolition considered.
1812-1815 Sale of the castle to the former President of the Swiss Diet and Mayor of Berne,
Niklaus Rudolf von Wattenwyl. The castle is converted to a country seat: the curtain walls
are demolished and a rectangular walled garden laid out to the north, complete with greenhouse, elegant courtyard fountain and neo-Gothic peristyle, all to the plans of Bernese
architect Ludwig Friedrich Schnyder
1846

The manor passes by inheritance to the von Sinner family, owners of the extensive
„Maison Blanche“ vineyard near Ollon in the canton of Vaud. Sale of the 1626 wood
panelling, still preserved in the loft, to the art trade.

1905

Sale of the castle to Jules Bruggisser from Florence, proprietor of the Bernerhof
Hotel in Berne.

1925

Karl Robert Gerold Rütimeyer, based in Alexandria, acquires the castle and habitually
spends the summer months in Landshut, holding lavish parties.

1958

In late 1957, the Grand Council of the Canton of Berne agrees to buy the castle estate for
CHF 250 000. The municipality of Utzenstorf contributes 15%. Benefits and losses pass to
the State of Berne as of 1 January 1958. In the same year, the banqueting hall is restored
to its original size and the floor reconstituted using the original clay blocks from the granary
loft, under the supervision of the Cantonal Keeper of Ancient Monuments.

1959

Restoration of 1st and 2nd floors of the granary.

1961-1962 Restoration of first-floor meeting room (ex-kitchen) and first-floor room looking on to
the courtyard.
1962

Exhibition: „Düntz, Plepp and Kauw, three 17th-century Bernese painters“.

1963-1964 Fitting of oak panels from Ligerz, dating from 1657 (on permanent loan from the Historical
Museum of Berne) in the so-called „dining room“ on the first floor. Restoration of the ceiling
(by the Egger brothers of Utzenstorf). The Governor‘s Room is hung with Cordoba leather
wall covering from the studio of the Basle painter Stückelberg. Restoration of the courtyard
façade and stair tower. Restoration of the east façade in which the window, enlarged in
1813 – 1815, is restored to its original height and the crosspieces reinstated (the restoration
work extended from the ground to the second floor; the attic storey was still in its original
condition).

Reconstruction of the wooden drawbridge to the original plans of architect
L.F. Schnyder, from around 1815, by master-carpenter Steffen, of Utzenstorf
(widened for fire brigade access). The bridge is a gift of the municipality of Utzenstorf.

1965-1966 Restoration of the south façade. The original windows are uncovered; the ground-floor
window, doubled around 1900, is restored to its old size.
1966

1725+1745 The granary is extended under Governor
Ludwig von Wattenwyl(1725) and
Gottlieb von Diesbach (1745).

1514-1798 Fifty-five governors lived here: see their coats of arms in the banqueting hall.
1624-1630 The castle is rebuilt on old foundations, under Governor Abraham Jenner.
The master mason is Daniel Heintz, the builder of Berne Minster.

A painting of the castle is executed by Albrecht Kauw (a copy hangs in the banqueting
hall; the original in the Historical Museum
of Berne). A heraldic relief over the main
entrance, known as the „Bernese Empire“,
is created by Abraham Düntz, who was also
building Bätterkinden church at the time.

Exhibition: „Bernese Child Portraits from the 17th to the 19th Century“. Renewal of the
pyramidal spires of the Pfefferbüchse, or Pepper Pot, (oriel) and prison tower by the
Apprentice Workshops of the City of Berne; roof repairs. 1967 Furniture owned by the
von Sinner family, the previous owners, is taken over. On 1 December 1967, the State
and Municipality of Berne (represented by the Commission of the Natural History Museum)
agree on expansion to form a hunting museum, and sign a loan agreement.

1968-1970 Expansion to form the Swiss Museum of Hunting and Wildlife Protection, in three stages.
1968

Loan for use agreed with the Economic and Friendly Society of the
Fraubrunnen administration, to establish a museum of agricultural equipment in the granaryloft, including installation of the Rapperswil room. Main building is re-roofed with a
shingle base. The magnificent roof structure of 1625, by Hans Stähli, is cleaned and restored. Restoration of the north-east room in the main wing. Demolition of extensions (old
bathroom, 19th century) east of the stair tower and recovery of the preserved original
windows and the former door to the wall walk.

1969

Discoveries in the north-east rooms: 17th-century marble-clad joists uncovered on the
ground floor; original beams on second floor.

1969-1970 Removal of late 19th-century panelling in the south-east hall on the ground floor.

